Why Work for InSight?
The Advantages of Joining InSight’s Administrative
and Operational Support Team

A Mission-Driven Organization

InSight’s mission is to increase access to quality behavioral
health care through innovative applications of technology.
At InSight, we believe that we have a solution to help
improve the world and bring needed behavioral health
services to individuals and communities that are
underserved. Though not all of us directly deliver clinical
services, the work of InSight’s support and administrative
team members is vitally important for accomplishing our
mission. InSight team members are motivated by the
“why” behind what we do.

Leaders in a Rapidly Growing Industry

InSight is the largest telepsychiatry organization in the
country and leverages two decades of industry-experience
to be thought-leaders and trendsetters in the field.
Telemedicine and telehealth are now booming industries,
and InSight is leading the expedition.

Friendly, Hard-working
Organizational Culture

The InSight team is made up of go-getters. We work hard.
We get things done. We don’t shy away from a challenge
or the innovation and learning it might take to tackle one.
We also strive to make sure our go-getting attitude doesn’t
get in the way of teamwork, integrity or our consideration
for our internal and external peers. InSight team members
collaborate and often go out of our way to support
colleagues and lend a helping hand.

Opportunity for Growth

InSight is rapidly-growing, which means there are lots of
opportunities for professional development within the
organization. InSight encourages team members to crosstrain, learn from their peers and take opportunities to
wear different hats in order to advance their careers.
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Open to Innovation

The InSight team is a forward-thinking group. We are
constantly looking for ways to improve our processes,
grow as an organization and advance the telepsychiatry
industry. InSight team members are encouraged to share
their ideas, think creatively and cultivate innovation in our
day-to-day work and future planning.

Benefits Summary
• Paid time off
• Comprehensive Medical, Dental, Vision and
Prescription Plans
• Disability plans, Basic Term Life and AD&D
• Voluntary Insurance products
• 401(K) with employer matching
• Tuition reimbursement program
• Options for flex-time and telework with many
positions
• Smart Dress Code Policy
• Professional Development and Employee
Engagement initiatives
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